
Grade 5
Large Numbers

Answer the questions

(1) What is the place value of 5 in 8254746?

(2) Find the place value of the underlined digit in the given number:
896729

(3) Europe has a total land of area equal to 10205460 square kilometers. What is the area of the land
rounded off to the nearest one hundred thousand? 

(4) Jupiter is at a distance of 779504320 km from the sun. What is this value if you round it off to the
nearest one crore?

(5) Find the successor of the given number: 
40912732

(6) Write the number name according to the Indian Number System for:
899568235

(7) What number is represented as: 9000000 + 700000 + 70000 + 6000 + 800 + 60 + 4 

(8) What is the largest number that can be formed by using the digits 8, 2, 4, 0, 4, 0, 9?

(9) In a 6 digit number, the digit in ones place is more than the digit in ten thousands place by 7,the digit in
hundreds place is less than the digit in thousands place by 2,the digit in tens place is more than the digit
in hundred thousands place by 4,the digit in hundred thousands place is less than the digit in hundreds
place by 3,the digit in thousands place is less than the digit in ones place by 1,. If the number at ones
place is 8, find the number. 

(10) Write the number name according to the International Number System:

A) 17308506 B) 68780063

C) 56965694 D) 63385946

Choose correct answer(s) from the given choices

(11) Which of the following numbers is smaller than 55700202 and larger than 55699502?

a. 55710102 b. 55701102

c. 55640102 d. 55700102

Fill in the blanks

(12) In all, there are 90000  digit whole numbers in the number system.

(13) Fill in the blank (in number form):



A) four hundred fifty-six thousand five hundred eighty-eight less than 713252 is .

B) 2361 more than forty-four is .

(14)  thousands = one lakh (write in numeric form.)

(15) The place value and the face value of a number is same at  place.


